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Overview
When looking back at 2022, it was a turbulent year, full of macroeconomic and 
geopolitical risk. From the war in Ukraine to rapid inflation and supply chain 
failures, it has been the perfect storm of interlocked risks. This has had a profound 
effect on cybersecurity for businesses in the UK, Ireland and the rest of the world.

Now in 2023, cybersecurity is more important than ever, with all businesses, 
regardless of size or industry, being at risk of falling victim to a cyberattack   
or data breach.

In this eBook, we will break down the factors that are increasing cyber risk in 2023 
and look into what steps you can take to protect your business.



2022 in Numbers

81%
of UK organisations experienced a 
successful cyberattack in 2022 $4.54mil

The average cost of a ransomware 
attack

80
The number of SaaS applications an 
average organisation uses

84%
of businesses can’t find enough 
skilled security employees

53%
of UK organisations experienced 
ransomware attacks in 2022 

93%
of employees update social media 
when they get a new job

82%
of British 

ransomware victims 
paid to get their 

data back

77%
of employees 

reuse passwords 
across multiple 

services



Looking Ahead to 
Ongoing Risk Factors 



Increasing Complexity of 
Technology Ecosystems
Over the past decade, technology ecosystems have become increasingly complex. A relatively short time 
ago, a business would have a technology ecosystem comprised of a local area network, on-premises 
servers hosting applications, and endpoints such as PCs, laptops and printers. For most businesses, it was 
feasible for a single System Admin to manage this infrastructure.

Fast forward to 2023, most businesses have a complex ecosystem of cloud services, SaaS applications, 
data connectors, IoT devices and APIs that are working together. These technological advancements bring 
massive benefits to businesses, improving productivity whilst enabling communication and collaboration 
for remote and hybrid workers.

However, the sheer number of services being used makes managing complexity difficult. This is also 
the reason why a zero-trust security model is not feasible for most businesses. The complexity can also 
lead to security gaps, resulting in intrusion by bad actors being less likely to be detected, especially if 
organisations have issues with shadow IT.

This trend of added complexity is also mirrored in many 
organisations’ security ecosystems. There is an increasing 
requirement for organisations to implement multiple security 
solutions from numerous vendors, making the management of 
alerts difficult. This is particularly a concern for businesses that 
have an IT team that has also been tasked with managing the 
business’s security posture.

There is no sign of this trend slowing down, so it is important to 
take steps to manage this complexity and consider the security 
ramifications of implementing new technology solutions.

The number of SaaS 
applications an average 
organisation uses
Source: BetterCloud Inc.
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https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/business/zero-trust
https://www.oneadvanced.com/services/
https://www.tessian.com/research/the-psychology-of-human-error/


Changes to Ransomware 
Attacks and Payments
Ransomware is no longer a novel form of cyberattack, especially as ransomware has been the most 
newsworthy form of attack for many years. You might believe that with ransomware being as common 
as it is, security solutions would be able to block all forms of this malware.

However, this is not the case as the methods that ransomware gangs use are constantly changing. Now, 
as most businesses have a comprehensive backup solution, ransomware gangs have pivoted to double 
extortion ransomware. This is where a bad actor exfiltrates data before encrypting it, giving them 
additional leverage to collect ransom payments, even if the business can restore data from a backup.

There are also other attack methods gaining popularity within the ransomware community, such as 
malvertising, which is particularly pertinent in 2023, with Google changing their extension manifest to 
stop adblocking plugins. Other ways that ransomware is changing include an increased prevalence of 

supply chain compromise and bad actors setting the ransom payment 
to the exact amount that can be claimed from the company’s cyber 
insurance.

This risk is compounded by the simplicity of acquiring ransomware 
payloads, as they can easily be purchased from the dark web,   
 for a low price.

These changes to ransomware can be difficult to keep up to date 
with, however, businesses need to do so, as the  average cost of 
ransomware remediation is $1.96 million. 

www.ransomware.onion

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/ransomware/home
https://secure2.sophos.com/en-us/medialibrary/pdfs/whitepaper/sophos-state-of-ransomware-2021-wp.pdf
https://secure2.sophos.com/en-us/medialibrary/pdfs/whitepaper/sophos-state-of-ransomware-2021-wp.pdf


Scarcity of IT and Security Talent
The skills shortage is affecting most industries, especially businesses looking for skilled IT 
and security professionals. This can be seen as 84% of businesses are unable to find skilled 
security employees.

With the lack of security talent, small and medium businesses are priced out of the market 
for hiring a cybersecurity or information security employee, even though they are still at risk. 
SMBs make attractive targets for cybercriminals as they typically lack security controls and are 
the path of least resistance. Unfortunately, due to the size of these businesses, they typically 
are unable to recover from a cyberattack.

Even for businesses with an in-house IT department, the skills shortage has meant that they 
have also been tasked with managing security, which is typically not sufficient.

Whilst the skills shortage commonly relates to hiring, with cybersecurity it also extends to 
the basic security skills of employees. As the cybersecurity threat landscape is constantly 
changing, many employees lack basic security awareness knowledge and are unable to 
accurately detect a potential social engineering attack.

It is important to note that the 
cybersecurity skills shortage does not 
only affect ‘end-user’ businesses but 
also vendors and service providers, 
which makes it even more important to 
work with trusted providers. of businesses are unable to find 

a skilled security employees
Source: CyberEdge Group

84%

https://www.isc2.org/-/media/ISC2/Research/Cyberthreat-Defense-Report/2021/CyberEdge-2021-CDR-Report-v10--ISC2-Edition.ashx
https://www.isc2.org/-/media/ISC2/Research/Cyberthreat-Defense-Report/2021/CyberEdge-2021-CDR-Report-v10--ISC2-Edition.ashx
https://www.isc2.org/-/media/ISC2/Research/Cyberthreat-Defense-Report/2021/CyberEdge-2021-CDR-Report-v10--ISC2-Edition.ashx
https://www.tessian.com/research/the-psychology-of-human-error/


Reliance on Less Mature Third Parties
Over the past 3 years, we have seen more supply chain disruptions than ever before. From chip 
shortages to Brexit, it has affected all businesses. One of the reasons why supply chain disruptions 
are more common is due to an increased reliance on third parties, partly due to the abundance of 
SaaS solutions and the skill shortage.

This can increase the cyber risk of a business as working with a third party requires trust that they 
will handle data correctly. Some of these third parties that increase cyber risk include marketing 
agencies, SaaS application vendors, service providers, developers and hardware vendors. This can 
especially be seen with IoT device manufacturers, where novel devices are sold to businesses with 
multiple vulnerabilities.

This risk is made worse by the fact that legislation, such as GDPR and the European Banking 
Authority, places liability on the organisation that owns the data, which is typically the business, 
rather than the provider. This trend is likely to continue under the NIS2 directive.

It also makes auditing more difficult, as many businesses would struggle to complete a 
comprehensive internal audit due to the complexity of their supply chain.

Whilst there are security concerns with reliance on less mature third parties, there is also a 
business continuity concern, as downtime from higher in the supply chain can result in downtime 
for your business.

https://www.nis-2-directive.com/


Targeting the Weakest Link
The goal of security vendors is to mitigate cyber risk and combat emerging threat vectors. 
Whilst it is true that they are doing a great job of this and constantly innovating to stay ahead of 
the curve, many security controls can be circumvented by a skilled social engineer, targeting an 
employee that lacks cybersecurity awareness training.

In 2022, the most common occurrence of this was SIM swapping. This is where an attacker 
transfers a victim’s mobile phone account and phone number to a new SIM card, allowing them 
access to accounts, and giving them the ability to impersonate the victim. This form of attack is 
initiated by social engineering a mobile phone provider to transfer the phone number.

This risk is made worse by the fact that individuals have a vast digital footprint, that can 
be used by bad actors to craft spear phishing attacks. Some of the information that can be 
used includes the date of birth (from ‘happy birthday’ posts), names of children and pets, 
hobbies, spouse names, business travel information, EXIF data from images and out-of-office 
information.

www.OSINT.tools

The Sherlock Project
A tool to find usernames across all social networks

Creepy
Geolocation tracking from social media accounts

Maltego
Real-time data mining and information gathering

Whilst this information seems innocuous, it is perfect for a spear phishing 
campaign, or smarter brute forcing of passwords.

Some of this information can be acquired through social networking sites, 
such as LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter, but bad actors can use tools such 
as The Sherlock Project, Creepy and Maltego.

With this vast library of information, you can see how cybercriminals can 
easily craft targeted attacks that are difficult to detect by security solutions 
or individuals.

https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/phishing


How to Best Protect 
your Business



Reduce the Attack Surface
One of the consequences of the ever-expanding complexity of technology ecosystems is that 
it also increases the available attack surfaces for bad actors. The attack surface now includes 
cloud services, IoT devices, servers, local networks, development environments and everything 
in between.

Reducing the attack surface makes it easier to manage the growing complexity of technology 
ecosystems. This can be achieved through a variety of methods. In regards to applications, 
businesses should remove any SaaS solutions and applications that are not used, and create a 
process for implementing new solutions to reduce the risks associated with shadow IT.

When considering networks, organisations should inspect all domains and DNS, segmenting 
networking where necessary. Certain technologies enable you to scan for open ports and close 
those that do not need to be open.

There are also solutions available to analyse the available attack surface. A trusted third-party 
provider will be able to advise on the best tools for doing this, and to help you act on these 
suggestions.

Businesses should strive for zero trust, where possible. Whilst this may be difficult, after 
following the previous steps to reduce the available attack surface, zero trust should become a 
more viable option.

Ideally, businesses should also monitor all network traffic to detect any potentially   
suspicious activities.



Dynamic Defence
As the cybersecurity threat landscape is constantly changing, your business needs defences 
that can dynamically adapt to these changes. If your business relies on static defences, you may 
be at risk of having a significant investment that is circumvented by a zero-day exploit.

An example of how businesses have moved to dynamic defence is the change from a simple 
antivirus solution to a full Managed Detection & Response (MDR) service.

MDR solutions and services enable organisations to outsource their cybersecurity needs to 
a trusted team of experts and leverage highly advanced platforms to maximise their security 
posture. Managed security services provide: 24/7 threat monitoring, incident validation, 
remediation, behaviour analysis, log management and more.

Providing a turnkey experience, deploying an MDR solution eliminates threats both pre and 
post-breach, ensuring that you’re able to keep your enterprise and consumer data safe, whilst 
maintaining customer relationships and safeguarding your operational resilience.

This form of dynamic defence ensures that your business is ahead of the curve.

https://www.oneadvanced.com/services/cyber-security/managed-cyber-security-solutions/


A Combined Effort of AI, Automation 
and Human Intervention
AI-based cybersecurity detection and response solutions have flooded the market over the past 5 
years. They do solve many issues regarding security, such as the changes in attack methods, lack of 
dynamic defence and the complexity of IT ecosystems.

The latest wave of innovation within this space has extended the functionality of these solutions 
to include automated remediation. This saves time, as no action is required by a human, whilst 
improving security, as it addresses the vulnerability immediately. It also improves consistency, as 
the same workflow is followed every time, and aids with compliance, as details logs are recorded 
for every remediation action.

Most solutions have different levels of automation for remediation, to suit different use cases. 
For example, it is possible to simply notify a system admin of a potential breach, or it is possible 
to require the System Admin to approve any remediation action. Some solutions allow for full 
remediation, without input from the System Admin.

Whilst these solutions can provide immense benefits for organisations, unfortunately, we are not 
yet at a stage where all security controls and actions can be, or should be automated. It is still 
recommended that businesses protect themselves with the assistance of a security professional.

Therefore, businesses should rely on the combined effort of AI detection, with automated 
responses, approved by a trusted third-party advisor. 

https://www.techtarget.com/searchsecurity/post/How-AI-can-help-security-teams-detect-threats


Education and the Impact of 
Security Culture
As cyber defences grow stronger, more bad actors will target individual employees, with 
advanced social engineering attacks, as it will reach a point where employees are easier to 
target than software or systems. Although many businesses invest in security solutions, some 
neglect security awareness training for employees, or do not complete training regularly to 
keep employees up to date with the current attack methods.

All employees within an organisation have a responsibility to maintain the security posture, so 
it is important to give employees the knowledge and tools to do so.

Security awareness training creates a strong security culture which can:

• Decrease the chance of success attacks

• Reduce human error

• Lead to behaviour changes to reduce cyber risk

• Help with security audits

• Lead to a more engaged work force in general



If your business is looking to implement a security awareness program, you should deliver the 
training in an engaging manner, focusing on common attack methods, how to spot them, and 
what is at stake if a successful cyberattack is undertaken. These training sessions should be 
short, but regular to avoid information overload.

Some typical topics included in security awareness training include:

• Phishing awareness

• Password security

• Privacy concerns

• Insider threats

• Physical security hygiene (entry passes, PII on screens and paper, entry to 
buildings, WFH privacy risk, etc.)

• Shadow IT

• CEO fraud

• Vulnerabilities of data in motion

• Social engineering techniques

Some businesses also implement phishing tests, if your business chooses to, the result  
should only be used for positive re-enforcement rather than punishing those that have less  
knowledge of security.



Rely on the Assistance of a 
Trusted Provider
With the way that the cybersecurity threat landscape is evolving, security is now an essential 
component of all businesses. For this reason, your security should be managed by a team of 
professionals.

A trusted provider will be able to create a bespoke security solution that meets your business 
needs, improve your security posture and reduce the chance of falling victim to a cyber attack.

They will also be able to monitor any alerts, making use of the latest innovations in AI and 
automation, whilst still handling human intervention when necessary.

This allows you to focus on running and growing your business, without having to worry about 
whether a cyberattack will lead to downtime or loss of business.

A trusted provider can also give you access to talent that would typically be too expensive for a 
business to hire an individual or team to manage. Many providers will have a team that includes 
experts on different areas of security, whilst also having experience in other technology solutions, 
enabling them to manage your entire IT ecosystem.

Moving to a security provider also can decrease your IT expenditure, with a simple monthly cost, 
allowing you to easily stick to your technology budget. 



How We Can Help
The field of cybersecurity is constantly changing, and it can be difficult   
to keep up.

If your business is yet to truly tackle cybersecurity, make 2023 the year 
that you invest in security and take the necessary steps to protect your 
business. If your business already has a security solution in place, you 
should regularly review its effectiveness to ensure there are no gaps that 
could result in a cyberattack.

Thankfully, you don’t need to go through the process alone, and we can 
help you implement controls and manage your security posture. We 
work with a number of leading security partners, including Microsoft and 
Fortra’s Alert Logic and can advise and support on all your cybersecurity 
needs.

To find out more, get in contact with us today and we will be happy to 
help.

mailto:managedit%40oneadvanced.com?subject=Advanced%20Cybersecurity%20Services
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Advanced Computer Software Group Limited is a company registered in England and Wales under company number 
05965280, whose registered office is The Mailbox, 101 Wharfside Street, Birmingham, B1 1RF. A full list of its trading 
subsidiaries is available at www.oneadvanced.com/legal-privacy.


